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Optimal estimation, e.g. as formulated in Rodgers 2000, is popular inverse method for atmospheric sounding. It builds on Bayes’ theorem and requires accurate observation and a priori errors, assumed to be Gaussian. These errors are usually evaluated off-line of the retrieval and applied globally for a given observing system. In the operational IASI L2 processor at EUMETSAT, the observation error has been defined statically as the covariance of the difference between observed and calculated radiances, using the first guess state vector and RTTOV as a forward model. Two distinct observation error matrices are defined for land and maritime scenes since the release of IASI L2 v6.3, with the aim to account for usually more accurate knowledge of surface emissivity and temperature over oceans than over continental surfaces. This lead also to more accurate humidity retrieval in the low troposphere.

In this work, we study the feasibility and advantages of dynamically applying scene-dependent observation errors to each individual retrieval instance from IASI. First, distinct observation classes are established off-line for IASI by application of unsupervised K-mean clustering to a representative set of observations, based on their leading principal components. A different observation error matrix is computed as the covariance of OBS-CALC in each of these classes. We analyse the geographical distribution of the observation classes, their seasonal variations and the amplitude of the corresponding observation errors.

Second, to compensate for systematic differences between observations and forward modelling, a scene-dependent bias correction is regressed as a function of IASI observations and viewing geometry (e.g. satellite zenith angle, elevation).

Bayesian approach and assumptions

Status of OEM configuration in the EUMETSAT IASI L2 processor

Current status (since IASI L2 v6, 2016)
- Scene-dependent \( x_a \) from statistical method PWLR
- Error more guaranteed to be Gaussian
- Background closer to true profile
- More precise final retrievals

Current status (since IASI L2 v6, 2016)
- Reconstructed radiances in channels selected to contain as much information as is as many RCSs
- Bias correction + regression (sat. zenith, 1st PCS of bands 1 & 2)
- \( S_y \) = covariance(OBS-CALC) over large clear sky samples
- \( S_y \) initially based on ocean pixels only
- Since v6.2 (June 2016), a different \( S_y \) for ocean and land pixels
- Larger yield and more accurate humidity retrievals with dedicated errors over land (larger e.g. due surface emissivity uncertainties — see figure to the left)

(1) Hultberg et Aquav, „Evolution and self-organisation of the piecewise linear regression for IASI“, ITS-2015
(2) Hultberg et Aquav, ITS-18, „Hyperspectral retrieval and subspace“

Study objectives and principles

Explore benefits and operational potential of scene-dependent OEM configuration for the retrieval of T, q, O3 and Ts.

Offline statistical “training”
- Large set of OBServed and CALculated radiances
- Using RTTOV and the state vector retrieved with the statistical method PWLR
- In cloud-free pixels as per IASI L2 cloud mask
- Observation space partitioned with K-mean clustering
- For each k-cluster
  - \( S_y^k = \text{covariance(OBS-CALC)} \)
  - Bias OBS-CALC = regresion \( S_y^k \) (sat. zenith, 1st PCS)

Online application – retrieval stage
- Scene classification within the K clusters
- Compute scene-dependent
  - BC-related \( S_y^k \) (2, PCS)
- Load and apply scene-dependent observation error \( S_y^k \)

Scene classification based on IASI observations (in first 3 PCS of bands 1 and 2)

Comparisons of the observation errors in each cluster

Next steps

- Perform retrievals with the scene-dependent OEM configuration and independent datasets
- Analyse the retrievals against radio-sondes
- Evaluate the optimal number of classes and the possible benefits wrt added complexity
- Evaluate applicability to retrieval of species without representative global model data
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